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Abstract: This paper proposes a simple optimizing two-stage planning model, in order to
make the best arrangement of flight take-off/landing sequence which is based on the
advantageous separation time and given demand in peak one hour The first stage is
constructed the flight take-offlanding separation patterns to measure the maximum capacity.
The second model is constructed the scheduled timetable delays to nleasure the minimum
delays. The outcomes not only show that the optimizing runway capacity in peak one hour are
46 separation patterns (a7 flight$, but also demonstrate how to arrange the vacant rule of
flight take-off/landing runway on the timetable. This paper develops the planning strategies of
scheduled timetable and enhances the management of available maximum capacity to
improve slot allocation.

Key words: Flight take-ofrtlanding sequences; Scheduled timaable delay; Optimization
model; Vacant rule of flight take-offlanding runway; Slot dlocation

l.INTRODUCTION

Many worldwide congested airports have encountered flight delay problems because of the
increasing demands for air transportation such as available take-off/landing slots during peak
hours of operation. Once the scheduled timetable is not well planned and operated, it will
cause the delay of flights and the loss of customers. Therefore, it is important that how to
develop precisely timetable to meet the utilization of airport capacity and demands of air
transportatioq and decrease exist insufficient capacity problems.

Many researches (Newell, 1979; Venkatakishnaq 1993; Rutner et al., 1997; Luo, 1997; Li a
al., 2000; ICAO, 2000) have been identified that limited runway capacity is the leading reason
to cause flights delay. Related approaches such as constructing new runways, improving the
geometry of runways, taxiways, air traffic control facilities, and changing air traffic control
procedure. Thus, modi$ing the take-off/landing sequence could enhance airport capacity
appropriately and decrease flight delays. However, these methods eitler involve huge
expenditures or have impact on the environment. Furthermore, these changes generally take a
long time to implement. Therefore, for long term improvements, first stage is to understand
how to effectively utilize an airport's limited capacity with scheduled timetable allocation of
flight take-offs and landings. Meanwhile improving the ability of the airport management is
the first priority but not the lower management cost. So, in order to evaluate the performance
of timetable planning and to reach available maximum capacity, it is necessary to develop a
planning model of scheduled timaable delays analysis.
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In fact, some flight take-offVlandings timetables may not make the opirnal utilization of
runway capacity,ivtrich worsens congestion problems. Therefore, This paper first reviews the

*n""p oi the utilization of available maximum capacity and indicates how to dlocate the

r"qu"n* of flight on the timetable in order to clarifo and measure the model of timetable

planning. SeconOty, the paper proposes two-stage mathematical models to measure and the

inoi1;1,i* capacity and .iniArtif timaable delay to generate $rategies of planning timaable.

The first model ij the optimal composition of the take-of[/landing Patterns on the runway,

which is considered the constraints of the actual demand in peak hours and the quality of
separate safety for the take-off/landing of flight. The second model is the optimal sequences

of takeofflanding patterns on the timetable, which is considered the constraints of
connecting flight take-off/landing separation patterns, the assignment of aircrafts on the

nrnway, -a tt" ideal ma,ximum demands of takeoff4anding composition. Thirdly, the two

stage models are applied to aircraft separation data ofTaipei arport during peak hours. Finally,

this-paper anatyzejtfre uritability.type of time point and aircraft arnounts at each time point.

2.THE SCMDULED TIMETABLE PLANNING OF RUI\MAY CAPACTTY

MANAGEMENT

A suitable timetable must mcet the maximum flight demands and minimum flight delays-

Especially, the flight demands at peak hours are near the saturated runway capacity to ryfl9ct
the service of runway. Therefore, a good timetable must consider all capacity to be effective

utilizing and planning. This paper considered the concept of vacant nrle for flight

take-oflanding -no,iy to allocate and evaluate timetable planning to effectively utilizing
practical or ma*imum capacity. This concept comes from maximum utilization of runway

capacity and flight take-off/landing separated patteTns (Wong A al., 1997). Wong et al.

pripo*A the minimum separation time of take-off4anding is the pre-flight departing and

followed by incoming flight (:DA) among flight take-off/landing patterns'

Related research discussing how to improve airport delays and enhance the airport capacity,

which are often found in operations research literature on the queuing theory (Newell, 1979;

Gilbo, 1997). These studies discuss the basic relationship between capsctty and delay by air

traffic management. A series of aircrafts in waiting queues for take-off/landing are generated

to meet the ixpected flight schedules and the random characteristics. If an arport does 19t
have enough capaclty to meet the demand, the result is increased delays, The relationship

between ttre strortftU capacity and delay is nonlinear, so when the ratio of the demand to

capacity approaches nearone, the time ofdelay increases rapidly. Therefore, some researchers

(Marchi, iieOl oU.lect to trying to simulate delay levels in capacity studies, arguing that the

delay is non-linear and that slight errors in analysis parameters will probably cause

oraggerated and inaccurate changesin calculating delays. They claimd delays are a symptom

of inzufficient capacity, and the quantity of the capacity is better measured by the ma,rimum

throughput per time unit.

Gilbo (1997) considered the interaction between arrivals and departures of aircraftg

specr.rlaiing that the anivaUdeparnrre ratio of aircraft will have significant impact on delays.

fie U"ti"rJa that airport capacity is not fixed, but variable. However, the capacities of the

arrivaUdeparnge fixis wereioughly simplified as ten flights per 15 minutes. He neglected the.

mutual flow interaction among arrivaUdeparture routes and the limitation of runway capacitv.
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Meanwhile, the number of flights passing through for the associated arrivaUdeparnrre fixes
were not well counted. In addition, Gilbo's model estimated the total flight delay as equal to
the cumulative queue multiplied by the associated time period, all the waiting flights do not
arrive,/depart at the same time in every time period, and the waiting time for each aircraft is
not the same. That measuring method will cause errors.

The origin of delays may come from either insufficient facility capacity or a poor schedule
planning. Therefoie, the scheduled timetable delays should be distinguished from the other
delay so as to capture the essence of delay .and propose the necessary countermeasure
correctly. Therefore, this paper considers the performance measurement of timetable planning
such as the more accurate estimation of timaable delays and properly formulating the
interacting behavior of the anivaUdeparturre aircrafts. Meanwhile, this study aims to propose
how to allocate the capacity of flight take-off/landing runway and evaluate timetable planning
of maximum capacity. This researcli not only considers the satisfactory of demand feature, but
also discussed on how to evaluate and enhance the performance ofscheduled timetable.

3.MAXIMT]M CAPACITY MEAST]REMENT AIID SCEEDT]LED TIMETABLE
DELAYS MEAST]REMENT

3.1 Maximum Capacity Meesurcment

Regarding runway utility in general, there should be no more than two aircraft on the runway
at the same time. Incoming flight should have priotiiy on the runway then departing aircraft.
Departing aircraft must keep a safe distance from the pre-incoming flight. There are four
important control operations as follows.
(l)Not until does the pre-incoming aircraft descend and leave the front of the runway, when

controller cian announce landing permission to next descending aircraft.
(2)While pre-aircraft descends to runway, then controller announces permission of next

departing aircraft to enter the front of the runway to wait, not until does the pre-aircraft
Ieave the runway, when the next aircraft will get the takeoffpermission.

(3)After the pre-aircraft takes ofi the controller announces permission for next the incoming
aircraft to descend to the runway.

(4)It takes no more than one minute for the separation of two consecutive take-off aircraft.
Therefore, by means of identifuing the minimum safe-separation for the aircraft of four
different takeofllanding patterns to estimate the hour the number of aircraft permitted to
takeoff/land on the runway.

Thus, under normal operating conditions runway capacity is referred to the permitted numbers
of take-off/landing aircraft in a certain period of time on rne existent runway facility. Because
runway capacity varies in every hour within the peak time is the characteristic of maximum
capacrty. The saturation of takeofllanding aircraft tends to be attained during peak one hour,
when tle airport operation is equivalent to the capacity. Under this definitiorq the assumption
is for all flights could not take offor arrive earlier than scheduled, the separation time of each
flight is related to the take-ofllanding pattern betrveen pre-flight and behind-flight.

There are four take-of7landing patterns; the consecutive arrival pattern (AA), the
arrival-departure paftem (AD), the departure-arrival pattern @A), and tle consecutive
departure pattern @D). There exists only one exact pattern between pre-flight and
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behind-flight among four patterns; the other three patterns disappear at the same time.
Therefore, if no consideration of the demand constraints, the maximum flight take-ofllanding
separation patterns at one hour must be satisfied as follows:
S u. M + S *. AD + S o^. DA + S oo. DD < 3600, where Ad AD, DA5 and DD represent the
take-ofllanding separation patterns of flights, which are integer variables, and
AA,,AD,DADD>0.S/,{,S/p,Sp*and S, represent the separation time of corresponding
take-off/landing patterns, respectively. Therefore, the effrciency of runway utilization depends
on whether the actual take-ofllanding of aircrafts in a specified time period is close to the
theoraical capacity or not. In order to effectively utilize the run^/ay, consideration should be
given to the features of different separation times so as to make the best arrangement of flight
take-offlanding sequence according to the advantageous separation time, and enhance the
efficiency of runway utilization.

3.2 Meesure the Scheduled Timetable Delays

Considering the shortest separation of flights will not only make the total aircraft throughput
to be maximized, but will also effectively improve the effrciency of the runway utilization. On
the other hand, due to the limitation of runway capacity, there exists some reasonable range of
flight takeoffs/landings during a specified time period. If the planned timetable demands
take-offJlandings behind this range, it will lead to the scheduled timetable delays spreading
to the take-off4anding operation of behind-flights. In order to avoid a scheduled timetable
delay ripple, the best approach is to use the shortest separation time in arranging the
takeofllanding sequence of aircrafts to achieve the best utilization of the runways, that is,
setting the objective to minimize scheduled timetable delay of total aircraft through
predetermined maximum capacity on first stage.

In fact, due to the limitation of runway capacity, even if airlines can make their flights obey
the scheduled plan of take-off or arrival at the runvray, the take-offlanding slots associated
with each time point will not always srffrce for the scheduled operations. Due to insufiicient
capacity at the previous time point cause the ensuing flights delays. Thereforg the first flight
at every time point cannot always be on time as assumed in the above description. These
delays caused by overloaded flight timetable may ripple all over the peak periods and are
defined in this paper as the "scheduled timetable delays." These delays of course will rezult in
increase of the effective delay. Thus, to measure the effectiveness management, the scheduled
timetable delays at every time point should be taken into account.

As for the measurement of scheduled timetable delays, it is assumed that the flights scheduled
at p time point must wait for take-ofllanding until all flights scheduled at the p-l time point
have completed their operations. Based on this.assumptiorL the scheduled timaable delays
can be calculated by using the information of the shortest completion time of the flight
operations at ev€ry time point. The shortest completion time of the flight operations is derived
from the flight sequence arranged with the least flight separation. If the completion times at
some time points are earlier than the time allocated in the flight timetable, there will be no
scheduled timaable delays at those time points. Otherwise, there will be scheduled timetable
delays. The amount of the scheduled timetable belay is equal to the difference between the
expected completion time and the time timetable allocated.

The five-flight example is expressed as follows. The period time between the first time point
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and the next time point is set to five minutes. That is to say, only five minutes are assigned in
the timeable to operate these five flights. Besides, to avoid the scheduled timetable delay, the
first aircraft at the next time point must also need enough time to meet the separation
requirement. Using the shortest separation time to arrange the five take-ofllanding seguences,

the total operation time is 4 minutes 52 seconds. The last 8 seconds left is not enough to
separate the next flight. The minimum separation time between the fifth flight and the first
flight at tle next time point is 65 seconds. So, the first flight at the next time point will not be
on time. The scheduled timetable delay at the frst time point is 57 seconds (65-8=57).
Mathematically, it can be expressed as follows.

[e Txi =I I(s- . AA, +S^o. AD, + S*. DA, +soo.D4)-300 
|Li=, l

where AA,,ADi,DAj,DDiare biryry integer variables, which represent the take-ofllanding

separation of consecutive arrival, arrival-departure, departure-arrival, and consecutive
deparnrre patterns of flights at'j6aircraft, and AAAD,DADD>O.S,,,S*,5*,and So,
represent the separation time ofcorresponding take-off/landing patterns, respectively.
If the scheduled timaable delay of the subsequent time point is still unable to disappear, it
will continuously influence the take-off/landing time of the ensuing flights. Therefore, the
scheduled timetable delay at any time point p should be formulated as Eq. (l).

*; 
= {r;, 

. 
I i, U- . AAo., + s,o. AD,., + s 

^. 
DA,., + s oo. oo,.,) - r,)

+(s u. AAru.i * S *. AD pt.1 + S -. DA*1.1 + S oo. DD 4.' ))' O,

where x: ={x' x 
'20 "' |.o Xr'o

Xj is determined from the least sepa^ration time of take-ofllanding s€quence at the time

point p, which will not influence the best take-offflanding sequence at the time point p+1,
and its value influences only the delays of flights scheduled at the enzuing time point. The

total scheduled timetable delay of flights at the time point fil is X|.F(p+l) If the time

period analyzed includes M time points, the accumulated scheduled timetable delay of M time
points is stated as Eq (2).
M-l

lx;.r6+t)+(.s- . AAp+t.j+snp.ADra.i+sor.DAo*r.i +soo.DDra.1) e)
P=l

The scheduled timetable delay causes the same amount of delay for each flight at following
time point. Therefore, it seems that the best flight sequence is nothing to do with the flight
sequence of the previous time point.

4.TWO STAGE OPTIMIZAJTION MODEL

4.1 Notation end Description

The notations used in the following sections are defined as follows. .

AA,AD,DA,DD: Represents the consecutive arrival patterq the arrivaldeparnrre patterq the
departure-arrival patterq and the consecutive departure pattern.

(l)
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.Sr,,S,o,^Sa.,,SDD: Represents the separation time bdween flights of consecrrtive arrival

patterns, anival-departure patterns, departure-arrival patterns, and consecutive departure

patterns.

aat ,ad' ,dat ddt: Represents the low bound numbe.rs of consecutive arrival pattenr" the

arrival-departure patterr\ the departure-anival patterr\ and the consecutive deparnrre pattern.

AAr,,:Repres€nts the binary variable of consecutive arrival Pattern, the pre-flight incoming

and followed by incoming flight j at the p time point. If at the p time point the pre-flight of

the j flight arrives and is followed by the j flight incoming, then AAr., =l ,

othen ,ise, llrl = 0.

lDr,r: Represents the binary variable of arrival-departure patterr\ the pre-flight incoming

and followed by departing flight j at the p time point. If at the p time point the pre-flight of the

j flight arrives and is followed by the j flight departing, then ADo.,=l ,

otherwise,,4D p.i =0 .

Dz{r,, : Represents the binary variable ofdeparnro-arrival patterrq the pre-flight departing and

followed by aniving flight j at thePtime pciint. If at theptime point the pre'flight of

the 7 aircraft . departs and is followed by the 7 flight arriving, then DAo,, =l ,

otherwise,Dl p,j =0 .

DDr,,: Represents the binary variable of consecutive departure Patterrl the pre-flight

departing and followed by departing flighi j at theptime point. If at theptime point the

pre-flight of the j flight departs and is followed by the 7 flight departing thenDDr., --1,

othenvise,DDr,, = 0.

n : Number of aircrafts.

M : Number of the time points in the scheduled flight timetable.

7r: Duration of theptime point.

F(p): Number of flights scheduled atPtime point.

A,Doj The total scheduled arrivals at peak one hour, and the total scheduled deparh.res at

peak one houq respectively.

X):The scheduled timetable delay at the p time point.

4.2 Modcl Ascumptions end Formuletion

4.2.1 Model limitetion end essumption

Due to the runway is always a bottleneck for airport capaciry taxiways and gates only

indirectly influence the scheduled timetable. These subsystems of ground op€ration are not

included in the analysis of this paper. This paper assumes that the maximum capacity is equal

to real demand of take-ofllanding because in reality there is hardly srrplus slot in peak hours.

The estimated param€ters of the separation between.take-off and landing are assumed under

continuous and stable flight flow within one hour under good weather when control works are

not under pressure. So this paper is assumed every scheduled flight can normally operate at

airport. There are no traffrc handling delayq aircraft turnaround delays, aircraft technical
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delays, air traffrc control and weather delays ( Shaw, l9g7) to cause flight delays and
scheduled timetable delays. only due to a poor schedule pfarining will cause ,"h"dul.d
timetable delays to happen.

4.2.2 Fint stage model

Thus, the analysis of compositio-ns and sequences consists of two stages. The first stage model
is.to maximized four pattems of flight take-offand landing, which hL taken into aclount theflight separation and demand constraints. The objective n-q. is the maximum aircraft in peak
one hour as (3) shows; Eq- (4) is the total time of the four-type takeoff/landing fo. 

"iriruftoccupying runway, which must be less than 60 minutes 1i6oo seconag Ec (5) to (g)
represent the restrictions on the frequency of four actual takeofllanding patterns 

'Eq 
(9j

represents the constraint ofthe absolution about figure differences between arrival-departure
and departure-arrival pattern, which must be lesslhan one aircraft. Eq. (10) is the total of
corsecutive arrival pattern and departure-arrival pattern, which musi b" 

'l"rg", 
than the

scheduled requirement of arrival aircraft in one hour. Eq. (u) represents the total-frequency of
anival-departure pattern. and consecutive departure patten\ rihich must be larger than the
scheduled requirement ofdeparture aircraft inbne houi. Eq. (12) represents integeivariable.MAX AA+ AD + DA+ DD i:l,Sf. S*.M+Sno.AD+Son.DA+Soo.DD<3600 (4)

(s)

(6)

(7)
(8)
(e)

(10)

(l l)
(12)

4.2.3 Second stage model

The second stage model is to minimize flight delay, which constraints consider the separation
of flight take-off/landing, the flight conneaion, the flight relation berween take-off and
landing in the sequences' and given maximum take-ofllan-<ling patterns form the outcomes of
first stage model. This planning timetable model of the obje&ive function (13) sums up the
accumulated p stage scheduled timetable delay and the separation between ttre iast aircraft ofp stage and first aircraft 9f next p+l stage. The constriint (14) represents the formula to
calculate scheduled timetable delay, and its value must be non-negatirl. Inequality (15) shows
the scheduled timaable delay at each time period should be grJater than or equal to 0. The
constraint (l6xl9) represents respectively the accumulated take-off/landing patterns at each
time point, it must equal to the outcomeJ of opimizing take-off/landing patterns at the first
stage model. Inequalities (29)_Ad (21), represent the conneaions berwee-n any two flights. Eq.
(22) states the assignment of flight to takebflland fromfinto runway.

M-l
M* 2 x i . F ( p +t) + (.1- . il p*r,j + s 

^o 
. AD 

e.t, i + s on. DA r4i + s op. DD p4, ) t r :y

S.T.

AA> aat

AD> adt
DA> dat
DD> ddt

l.to - oel<r
AA+DA> A"

AD+DD>Do
AA,AD,DA,DD > Q are integer variabls
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.AAr,, +Sro.ADr., + S*

+(s u. AA r,r., + s 
^o 

. AD r*r,; * ^s- 
. DAoa. i + s *' DD r*r., )) o,

x; >o
F(p)

ZMn.,=M
F(P)

ZDo,,=D,
F(p)

lDA,., = DA
j=r

F(e)

lDDr., = DD

ADr., + AAr., <t-(ADr.,-, + DDr.1-,,\v p, i
DAn,, + DDr., <t-(AAr.,-r+ ol.r.,-r)Y r, i
AAe,j,ADp,j,DAr.1,QDn.i are binary integervariables

(14)

( 1s)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(1e)

(20)

(21)

(22)

S.MODEL APPLICATION: THE CASE OF TAIPEI AIRPORT

5.1 The Analysis of the Safe Separation of Aircraft

First of all, this stu{y utilizes the flight takeofllanding data of Taipei airport from March

1995 to July 1996. In order to obtain the representative time-separation parameter of runway

capacity inieak hours, the peak hour is divided into clusters of 15 minutes, 30 minutes and

OO minutes.'By classifuing the previous tkee situations and the takeoffllanding patterns into

consecutive dipartu.e,:consecutive arrival, arrival-departure, deparnrre-anival to analyze the

frequency, and time separation of aircraft and choose the representative and viable data in

peak one hour.

The l5-minute clusteq which are divided into 68 units from the operative time of l7 hours

(06:00-23:00), are chosen the maximum-aircraft capacity and the time separation of aircraft

shouldn't lasi more than 2 minutes. The 3O-minute cluster, which are divided into 34 units

from operative time of 17 hours, are chosen the maximum-aircraft capacity and the-time

separation of aircraft shouldn't last more than 2 minutes. Obviously the workload of this

"lrrt", 
is heavier and is not lasting. Therefore, choosing lasting 30 minutes in peak one houq

is better than 60 minutes for the a-ceptance ofcontroller, because this workload is less heavy.

In this situatioq chose sample relatively decreases, and obviously chosen cluster is less than

15 minutes. The 60-minute cluster, whith are divided into 17 unit from the operative time of
17 hours, are chosen the maximum-aircraft capacity and time separation of aircraft shouldn't

last more than 2 minutes. Obviously the workload of this cluster is heavier and is not lasting.

it"r"fo.", choosing lasting 60 minutes of peak hour operation, obviously the separation is

dependeni on the'Justenance of controlleq because of safety consideratioq controller can't

sustain too long workload period for a consecutive one hour ofactual operation.
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From the sampling and statistic process of the three previous situations, we got the outcome
shown in Table 1. The 15 minutes situation, which thl time separation or"i.irt ls teast, uut
the deviation of sample is biggest. It means that the 15 minutei will lead to lower estimation
of time separation standard and the big deviation. It represents that the time separation is not
enough for safe operation controllers are under heavy-working pressure. Only the chosen
60-minute is best: although their average separation is bigge{ deviation is smallest. This
means that 60-minute shows the controllers are in good stati, ttris situation is safe. Therefore,
this paper will propose the 60-minute to be the ,"par"tion parameter.

Table l. The separation of aircraft (minute)

Pattern 15-minute 3O-minute 60-minute

5.2 The outcome of estimating peak one hour capacity analysis

Applying the flight separation of Table l to Eq. (a). The lower bound of aaual flight
take-off/landing patterns at peak hours during vtaritr jsss to July t996 state as follows. The
consecutive landing pattem (ad) is 3, consecutive take-off (ddt) is 3, landing and take_off
ladt)is 16, and take-offand landing (dd)is 16. Separately 3,16,I6,3 are put into Eq. (5) to(8)' The maximum aircraft of arrivalideparnrre (lo lD) on the schedule iir.t"bt" or'p""r.
on9 lour (09:00-10:00) during March 1995 to Juty 1996 is 22121. 22,21 areput into Eq. (10)
and (ll). The outcome of the.maximum capacityis 47 aircraft 1:aO putte-s). There are four
optimization compositions, which ars fu{:],AD-lg, DA=19, ob:o;'ea=:,AD=r9, DA=20,
DD=4; AA=3,AD: I 9,DA: I 9, DD:5 ; AA:3, AD: 20,D A=20, DD=3 .'
5.3 The Scheduled Timetabte Analysh

5.3.1 Planning aircraft number at each time point

The S-minute, lO-minute,^ lS-minute, 20-rninutg and 30-minute time point are possible
classification of airlines. If the probability of disiributed 

"r.rg*.. roi il dit'.il-;;take-off/landing separation patt€rn a.e 
"quil 

and assumed the sef,aration offirst aircraft is not
counted' Table 2 shows the probability oithe scheduled timetabll a"tay, ro, the different timepoint. Thus, Table 2 shows arranging 4 aircraft (3 patterns) orifi-"mn"naing ,"p;"iiln
during one period at S-minute time point, and there are rc fza),it 

"tion, 
(AAAA AAAD,AADA AADD, ADAA ADAD, ADDA ADDD, DAAA Nfub, 

'ADA! 
DADD, DDAA

DDAD,.DDDA5 DDDD) not to exceed 5 minutes of operation ti.". nut ur.anging.5 aircraft(4patterns) to take-ofllandilq dlring one period at S-minute ti.. point, ir,"r" are 24 situations(AAAAA AAAAD, AAADA., AAADD, AADAA AADAD, AIND{ AADDD, ADAAAADAAD, ADADA, ADADD, ADAAI ADDAD, ADDDA'AOOOO] DAfuq\T\' DAAAD;DAAD,T DAADD, DADA.A5 DADAD, ADDA DADDD, DDfuq"i DDAAD, DDADA.

Consecutive arrival l.14.0.785.1064 1.26,0.753, 805) (r.s2,0.658.133
Consecutive 1.02.0.612.1434 1. 14,0.591, 103 4) (1.22,0.577,1s2

1.41,0.561 1.47,0.501,2061) (1.48,0.500,41
0.e3,0.s7s,282s)(1.03,0.s74,r0Gt-(t.os,0-867I

arrival time means
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DDADD, DDDAA DDDAD, DDDDA, DDDDD). There are 32 ezs) situations to exceed 5

*i*t".'of operation time, only 8 situations (DDDDA DDADA DADDA" ADDDA

OOebO, OeOnp, DDDA6, O6OOOI not to exceed 5 minutes of operation time' The delay

probability of ananging 5 aircraft at 5-minute time point perigd i9 0'75(:24132)'Furthermore'

[n"]-n,iiir,. time piinl is easier to produce scheduled timetable delays than others. There are

l2 periods in one,hour for S-minute time point must be arranged average 3-4 aircraft' If
aircraft number exceeds aiicrati at anyone p"tioa, the delay probabilities are from 0'75 to 1' If

"n*g.O 
4 aircraft will not produce tire sclieduled timetable delays, only the timetable will be

wast; 47 maximum ai.crah not to be finished throughputs. There are the same scheduled

time delays to happen for l0-minute, l5-minute,20-minute and 30-minute time point

separately over Z-S,-it-tZ, l5-16, and 23-24 urcraftat each period oftime point.

Table2.TheProbabilityofscheduledTimetableDelaysatEachTimePoint

Time point

Aircraft
t4
l5 0.008 00.75 0
16 0.385 0

t7 0.982 0

0.060 0 l8
0.898 0 19

10
21 0.0010.001 011
1", 0.0120.192 0
23l3

t2
0.3390.958 0

5.3.2 Time point and aircraft planning of timetable

From one outcome of first model, which is AA:3, AD=19, DA:29' DD:3' is applied to the

second model to compare the scheduled timetable delays of different time point and-the

deviation of aircraft shows Table 3-7. The deviation of aircraft and scheduled timetable delays

in .u"fr,irrl" point are described as follows. As the samples of Table 3-7, the least scheduled

timetable delays of ,".pi.r' aircraft arrangement a." neat 34 aircraft at each S-minute time

point, 7-8 aircraft 
", ""Ji 

io-.inute timeloint, 11-12 aircraft at each l5-minute time point'

l5-16 aircraft at each zo-.,nri" time point, and23-24 aircraft at each 30-minute time point

The least total schedule ,i."tuUf. detays oi Table 4-7 samples are near one minute, such as

the delay of sample r+ 1s7's,z,s,s1n raute 4 is 1.75 minutes, sample 2 (ll,l2,ll,13) and

,".pi" ir (l2,ll,ll,l3)'i,i i"'url s'arg l.e!-minutes, 
sample 2 (1s,ls,l7) in Table 6 is 1.62

minutes, sample 2 (2324) in Table 7 is 0.80 minutes. only ttre total scheduled timetable

I.r"vr "rr"d" 
I is'ra.ee,'**ch is exceed 6-minutes as above samples' In additiorL Table 8

rioi,r tt" delay rankift-'of time point is 30-minute>20-minute >I5-minute >Io-minute

> 5-minute.Therefore, ,fr" .fron operation time at each period is hard to utilize the advantage

olshortest separation. If aircraft arrangement at each period are very deviation for the every

time point, which the 
"it*"n- 

,r.Uers-of previous-periods are bigger than behind-periods' it

will cause ripple delay effects of the behind-periodi and worsen total delays' The figures of

A"i"V, 
"" 

1..'Uie 3-7 aiso shows the balance oi aircraft amounts for take-off/landing pattern at

"""ri 
iirn" point, a *ituur" i"ngh of time point are least delay. These findings should better
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improve heavy delays of the current practice timetable in Taipei Airport.

Table 3. fne totat Scheduled Timetable Delays of Samples at S-Minute Time point (minute)

Sample Aircraft number at
each time point

Aircraft Delays Sample Aircraft number at Aircraft Delays
standard
EITOT

standard each time point
ETTOT

1
?
!.
4

5
6
1
8

3,3,3,3,3,4,4.4.5 0.90 48.83 I 4,4,4,4,
3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5 0.51 14.95 2,2,3,3,4,4.4.s

,4,4,4.4.4 4,4,5 o.67 20.2s 2,2,3,3,3,4,5,5
2,2,3,3,3.3.5.5

5
=)3,3,4,4,4,4,4. 5 0.90 34 73

2,4.4,4,4.4.4.4. 5.5.5 1.00 38.47 3.4.4.4.4
3,3,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,5,5 1.00 51.63 3,3,3,3,3,3,3

,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5 1.00 29.15 3,3,3,3,3,3,3.4
9 4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5.5 0.79 2292 3,3,3,3,3.3.3.4
10 4,4,4,4,4,4,4.5,5.s 1.08 38.47 3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,7 1.08 12.18

0.79 1 0.83
1.38 1 1.13

4,4,4,4,4,9 1.68 10.48
t4 2.3,4,4,4.5.5.5.5 1.38 86 33 3,3,3,3,3,3,3, 4,4,4.7.7 1.51 36.05
15 ,4,4.4.5.5.5 t.62 98.53 4,3,4.3,4,3.4.3.4.8 1.38 6.47

3,3 ,3,3,4,4,4,4,4. 0.79 3 1.53 3,4,4,4,4,5,5,6,6 1.44 70.25
1.68 86.52
1.16 79.48
1.24 108 28
1.38 112.95
0.29 t7 43

2.15 55.42
1.38 42.82
t.3l 54.43

5

n
,4

,9

o7

5

L
3,
s

l6
t7
l8
l9
20

2l
22

n

11 ,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5 0.67 16.78 3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4.4.4
t2 ,3,3,3,4,4,5,5,5.5,5 1.27 58.22 3,3,3,3,3.4.4.4.4
13 3,3,3,4,4,5,5,s,5.6 l.3l 82 87

24
25

26

n
28

D
304

Sample Aircraft number Aircraft
at each time point standard

Delays Sample Aircraft
number at each

Aircraft
standard
CITOT

Delays

Table 4. The Total Scheduled Timetable Delays of Samples at l0-Minute Time point (minute)

ETTOT time point
12.68 8,8,8,8,8.7 0.41 16.88

1 0.98
2 6,7.8.8.9.9 1.17 19.12 9,9.9.9.9. 2.86 t42.55

l6
n
l8
t9

3 5,7,7,7,10.11 33.25 7,8,8,8,8.8 0.41 10.672.23
4 7,7. 9
5 5,7 ll
6 7,7.7.8.9.9
7 7,7.7.8.8.10

0.75 6.82 7.7
1.94 r0.1 8 8,7,9,7,9.7
0.98 15.25 7,7.8,9.10
l.t7 4.43 7,7.9.9.9

0.75 53.80
0.98 23.70
1.47 18.12
1.33 39.70

9

20

21

22

n
24
E
26
27
28
29

30

I
l
I
l
1
I

8

0I
z
J

I
5

7,7,7,7,9,10 1.33 15 18 5,7,8,9,9.9 1.60 44.77
7,7,8,9,10 1.47 18.12 '1.60

r4.57
5,6,7,8,9.12 2.48 23.38 5,7,8,8,9,l0 1.72 22.25

7,7,7,10,10 1.72 29.73 r1.8,7.7 -7 -7 1.60 99.72
7.7.7.7.7.12 2.04 5. l3 0.98 61.12
7.7.7.7.8.| 1.60 4. l8 12,7,7,7,7,7 2.04 114.97
8,7,8,7,8,9 0.7s r.75 10,8,8,7,7.7 1.17 83 23
9.7.8.7.8.8 0.75 13.55 5.7.7.9.9.10 1.83 43.62
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Table 5. The Total Scheduled Timetable Delays of Samples at ls-Minute Time Point (minute)

Sampie Aircraft number Aircraft Delays Sample Aircraft
number at

each time

Aircraft Delays
standard

error
at each time standard
point elror

I 1. I 1.1 1.14

l1,12,ll,l3
2.70
162

50

96

l.
0.

nt

I
I
6

1
12,12,10,13 r.26 62

9712.1 1,10,14 r.7t
5.
;

0.96 1.88 10.14. I I. l2ll,ll,l2,l3
tr.12.12,12 0.50 5.73 1 2,12,1 0,1 3

12_r2.l2.lr 0.50 14.3s 20 12,1 1,1 3,1 1

10,10,10, I 7 l4.lt,ll,ll 57.03

10,11,11,15 11.14,11,11 46.95

10.il,12,14 1.71 3.lo 1 l,l 1,14,1 I 1.50 30.12

10.12.12.13 1.26 18.92 l3,ll,l2,ll 096 29.20

l0 l2.ll,l2,l2 0.s0 2.30 25 13.il,11,12

12,11,11,13 0.96 1.62 26 12.l3.ll.ll
12.10,12.13 3.22 14.10,11,12 l.7l 30.90

13,12,11,11 43.40 14,10,12, I I 1.26 40.02

12,12,11,12 0.50 5.23 t3,t0,12,12 t5 67

1l,l3,ll,l2 0.96 20.58 13,12,10,12 31.60

Table 6. The Total Scheduled Timetable Delays of Samples at 20-Minute Time Point (minute)

3.50 6.62 2l
2.22 4.05 22

r.26
0.96

Sample Aircraft
number at

each time

tetays Sample Aircraft Aircraft Delays
standard
CITOT

Aircraft
standard
CITOT

number at

each time

16, I 5, l6 0.58
1.15

I
1

13.1 5, l9 3.06 4.18
9.
7

2.9',7

t5215.15.17 17.16.14 1.53 48 72

l9
20
i
22

4
5
a
7

16.16. I 5

20.7

19.9,19

0.58
7.51

5.77 39 83

12.88 I 5,1 7,1 5

182.62 16,14.17

16.17.14

1.15 21.05

1.53 3.62

1.53 29.38

4.04 32.80 r7,t4,15 1.53 19.8718.11.18
19.57 23 2.83

13,17,17 2.31 26.32 18. i0,19 31.32

t4.16.17 1.53 4.42 18.15,14 67.62

17.14.16 1.53 19.87 18,14, I 5 48.55

1 8,13,1 6 2.52 36.07 14.15.18 2.O8 2.83

1 6.1 3,1 8 2.52 4.83 15.14,18 2.08 2.83

l3,16,18 2.52 5.77 15.16.16 0.58 2.93

1 9,1 5,1 3 3.06 103.27 19.1 8,1 0 4.93

93

0s
08

4.'

T
T

24

E
26
27
28
29
30
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Table 7. The Total Scheduled Timetable Delays of Samples at 30-minute time point (minute)

Sample Aircraft
number at
each time

Aircraft Delays
standard
EITOT

Sample Aircraft
number at
each time

Aircraft Delays
standard
erTor

24,23 0.71 9.95 l6 37.10 19.09 170.92
23,24 0.71 0.80 38,9 20.51 166.05
25.22 2.t2 36.32 t

I 40.1
2t.92 157.428

9
39

)) ')\ 2.12 1.88 23.33 147.28
26.2r 3.54 63.05 20 4l 24.75 r33.65L

6

1
4.95 84.42 2t

n
26.16 I18.92

28.19 6.36 r 05.88 43.4 27.58 99.62

30.41 56.2510 31.16 r 0.61 149.82 25 46,1 3 r.82 30.02
32.t5 12.02 160.75 26

lons
AA=3,AD:l
M:3,AD=19.
AA=3,AD:19
AA:

17,30 9. l9 8.23
33. t4 13.44 167.12 27 18.29 7.78 7.02
34.13 14.85 172.78 28 l9 6.36 5.67

5-minute lO-minute l5-minute 20-minute 3O-minute
A:l9,DD=6 5.67 1.78 1.35 l,22 0.67

DD=4 47 1.75 1.62 t.62 0.80
l9,DD:5 5.67 1.48 1.35 1.35 0.53

47 1.78 1.48 1.48 0.67

6.RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The first stage model of Taipei airport case, this maximum outcome (47 aircraft) is better than
the schedules 42 aircraft at peak one hour. The surplus capacity isi aircraft. Thought more
demand of scheduled flights at peak one hour will causl the scheduled timetabi-e delays
heavier. If it is suitably managed the flight take-off/landing ,.qu.n"", aircraft number
between previous and behind time point perlod, it will still avoicl=-the iot"l ,"t 

"drl"d 
timetable

delays to be worst and get the objea of maximum aircraft and minimum delays.

In- th9 segond stage model, ,our finding for the length of time point is not to short, the
scheduled timetable delays of S-minute time point are easily largei than others. It will cause
the vacant rule of flight take-off/landing -n*uy are not arranged scheduled flights and waste
the cost of time slot. If timetablemanager don'i constrain aircraft numbers ln d'cn time point,
only coristrain the total demand in one hour. These scheduled strategies will cause total
scheduled timetable delays to be large. It clearty shows that the variatioi of aircraft numbers
in the prwious-behind time point wiil cause scheduled timetable delays very large diversities.
Even the same standard errors of aircraft, which are different the iircraft numbers in the

Table 8. The Variation for Different Capacity Compositions of Scheduled Timetable (minute)
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previous-behind time point, are still different delay effects' Therefore, planning scheduled

timetable not only 
"rr"ng", 

the shortest separatior time to enhance runway utilization, but

"i* *i "UfV 
applies tf,e iacant rule of flighi between the last aircraft of previous period and

the first aircraft ofbehind Period.

The arrangement of the shortest separation lattem is "DA'to connect between previous and

behind time-point p"rioJ. ifru., n fril" th" aircraft numbers in some periods are less than the

;;*"S" airciaft oi period, the *AA' pattem can arrange this period.will not produce the

scheduled timaable d"fi; ;;"y. Jn".*ir", will causeihe total scheduled timetable delavs

to be heavy.

T.CONCLUSION

In this study, the maximum capacity and minimum scheduled delays model with the related

constraints'are fo*uf"t"a -J ir"fyr"a h additioq the length of time point, take-offilanding

patterns and the sequence ofscheduled flights are analyzed. To sum up' major findings from

ihe study are briefly stated as follorvs'

(l) Results from the research sample show the optimizing ry-c1aft 
in peak one hour to be 47

aircraft. fnere ar" iorr optimization compositions' whig!ry-AA=3'AD:18' DA:19,

DD:6;A!r{:3,AD:tepe=io,DD=4;'lA=3,AD=19,DA=19'DD=5; tu{=l'Ari=20'Dk--20'

DD:3.This nnaing inJicate'iithe'suitabi" "n-g"."nt 
of.timetable planning can be

making,therearestillmoresurpluscapacitiestobedevelopedinpeakhour.
(2) The figures of d"l",,-;; i"6f. l-i also shows the balance of aircraft amounts for

take-off/landing p";"- at each time point, a suitable length of time point are least delay'

These finding, ,frJJ U.t o improve heavy delays of ihe current practice timetable in

Taipei AirPort.
(3) The finding of outcome is that ananging aircraft sequenc! doesn't suitably achieve the

vacant rule of flighitake-ofE{anding, ttri optimizing scheduled timetable delays will be

larger. That i, to *V, if," balance oi"it"t"t amounti for take-ofllanding pattern at each

tirne point is the key oftimetable planning'.

(a) The second stage iJel not only .un "iirt to plan minimum scheduled timetable delays
' ' 

of the schedulei timetable, but also arrange the suitable. time point, aircraft and sequence'

It is important th"i;;;il strategyof-timetable must not exceed I aircraft for period

deviation *a "i*"t "t 
L"',r, ti." -point 

must not exced average aircraft of time point

period. ny arrangingitr" ,not" aircraft numbers into the last period, or the behind-periods

to absorb delays. ef,ou" Jt"t"gies can decrease the total scheduled timetable delays in one

hour.
(5) Among previous designing time+oints,s-minute time point is worse delays of time point'

But the controllers coirH 6e flexiUte and. easy to assignthe fllght 
1o 

take-off/anival in the

shorter length oi iirne point under air tiaffrc control situations' Therefore' airport

authorities and airlines must be concerned between timaable planning and air traffic

control Problems.
(6) The second model can apply t9 !h9 cyrrent scheduled timetable to analyze strategy' This
t'studyonlyanalyzesthe,sc-heduledtimetabletoplanoptimizingutilizationof.runway

capacity, furthermore- can exploit different aircrift separation of analysis to improve

"ap"city 
management of slot allocation for airport-authorities'

(7) The origin of aerafs ;il;;;" fr"m either insuffrcient facility capacity or a poor schedule

Joumal of the Eastem Asia Society fol Transportation Studies, Vol.4, No.1, october, 2001
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planning. Therefore, the scheduled timetable delays should be distinguished from the
other delay so as to capture the essence of delay and propose the necessary
countermeasure correctly.

(8) The. basic assumption of optimization model is that flights must follow exactly the
originally scheduled departurdanival time. It dose not .C-.t the actual flight operations
and cause below-estimating- the flight delays. In the future, searching and cinsidering the
other delays so as to make the developed model more realistic and reliable.
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